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ABSTRACT

The transition to network centric warfare brings with it great promise for the effectiveness of future military operations. This promise arises from the capability for network centric warfare to empower individuals at all levels with vast amounts of relevant information and thereby lift the “fog of war.” By achieving the promise, commanders will be able to effectively and efficiently employ their resources to achieve objectives; in addition, individuals can exploit information in real-time to increase their effectiveness in mission accomplishment and to capitalize upon transient opportunities in the battlespace. However, a central, but generally unspoken, tenet of network centric warfare is that the information received is actionable; i.e., that the information is timely and correct. However, the increasing sophistication of computer and network attack tools and technologies coupled with the increasing technical sophistication of potential adversaries calls this central tenet into question and raises the question of how to secure the network and software against the threat of attack and subversion. Clearly, network and application security, or cybersecurity, is a broad topic, but is of pressing importance if network centric warfare is to fulfill its potential and become a key component of the future battlespace. There are a variety of attacks upon network and software that must be addressed in order to achieve cybersecurity; some attacks are as simple as denial of service attacks and some as complex as attacks that exploit cyber vulnerabilities in order to alter key networks and software and thereby subvert the information without the user being aware that the subversion has occurred. Our objective is to examine the need for network and software security in light of the network centric warfare paradigm. In view of the need and threat, we present a new strategy for cyber defense, one that builds upon but enhances the proven concept of defense in depth. This new strategy exploits the defensive advantages offered in cyberspace while also minimizing the opportunities for the attacker as well as making an attack more difficult.

This paper discusses the following topics. The first section contains the motivation for our research as well as a discussion of the challenges that must be addressed to provide cybersecurity in the cyber battlespace in support of network centric warfare. Next, the paper presents a discussion of background material necessary to understand this research area. The focus of the paper is in the third section, which contains a discussion of the scope of the threat and of cyber security issues and requirements in the cyber battlespace. The concluding section contains a brief summary and suggestions for further research.

1. INTRODUCTION

“One of the benefits of reverse engineering is that you can gain an understanding of a program in terms of its
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binary code. As you become acclimated to the process and gain some experience, you begin to notice and recognize certain data structures and subroutines simply by how they look in a hex[adecimal] editor. This may sound weird, but you might be scrolling through a binary file at a later date and find yourself saying ‘oh, there’s a jump table’ or ‘huh, this is probably the prolog to a subroutine.’ This is a natural ability that evolves as you learn to understand machine code…The feeling of power (emphasis added) associated with this skill is very rewarding.” These words, written by two of the “good guys” in the ongoing war in cyberspace, should serve as a warning to us all concerning the future of network centric warfare. People have, to date, been willing to invest untold hours of their own time just to break into computer systems simply for the feeling of power that accompanies the successful attack. What types of attacks will be faced when this powerful psychological incentive for the attacker is coupled with the resources of a well-funded and determined adversary, be it a terrorist group or a nation-state? At this point, we can only speculate, but the skill and effectiveness of the attack must surely increase and, in anticipation of this state, our defenses must start to be improved if we are to be prepared once the cyberspace war escalates in scope and power.

The threat posed by the incentivized cyber attacker of the future is increased because the transition to network centric warfare promises to increase the effectiveness of future military operations. Allow us to elaborate. The promise of increased military effectiveness arises from the capability for network centric warfare to increase the effective combat power of military organizations. The increase occurs as a result of the provision of timely and relevant information organized and presented to facilitate situation awareness, decision-making, and response to enemy activity, friendly activity, and other circumstances. Network centric warfare can substantially reduce the fog and friction of war and thereby reduce the most serious impediments to optimal, effective action in the battlespace. As a result of the empowerment that results from improved, efficient information flows, commanders at all levels will be able to effectively and efficiently employ and coordinate their resources and actions to achieve objectives and capitalize upon transient opportunities in the battlespace to further increase their effectiveness and combat power.

However, a central, but generally unspoken, condition for successful network centric warfare is that the information received is actionable; i.e., that the information is both timely and correct. However, the increasing sophistication of computer and network attack technologies and tools coupled with the increasing technical sophistication of potential adversaries calls this implicit central tenet into question and makes the question of how to secure the network and software against the threat of attack and subversion all the more urgent and important. Hence, our conclusion that the threat posed by cyber attack will increase as the transition to network centric warfare proceeds. Clearly, software and network protection is a broad topic 2-14, nevertheless, cyber security must be achieved across the entire cyberbattlespace if the potential of network centric warfare is to be fulfilled in the future battlespace. There are a variety of attacks upon the network and software that must be addressed; some as simple as denial of

service attacks and some as complex as attacks that exploit network vulnerabilities in order to alter key software or subvert software into presenting incorrect information without the user being aware that the subversion has occurred. In this paper, we will examine the need for network and software security, or cyber security, in light of the network centric warfare paradigm shift. To support and enable this shift, the discipline and practice of network centric warfare cyber security must be fostered, in this paper we hope to initiate the process of defining the bounds and objectives for this emerging discipline.

Our vision for network centric warfare cyber security can briefly be described as calling for a seamless web of protection technologies for all levels and all portions of the network and software. The protection capabilities (and needs) range from data to network to software with all components being imbued with inherent capabilities to verify their own correct and secure operation as well as the correct and secure operation of the other interacting components of the cyber battlespace. This vision calls for the recognition that the division between software and network security is only a pedagogical difference, and one that should have little impact upon achieving a secure network-centric environment. Upon examination, it is clear that a sound axiom is that all network attacks are, except for the actual transmission of packets across a physical medium outside of a computer, attacks upon software. Conversely, all but the most trivial and elementary software attacks are enabled and conducted via a network connection. In brief, all network attacks are software attacks and almost all software attacks rely upon a network connection. This axiom gains even more validity within a network centric warfare environment.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section Two contains a brief discussion of background material. In Section Three, we discuss issues and requirements for cyber security in the cyber battlespace. Section Four contains a brief summary and suggestions for further research in this field.

2. BACKGROUND

Before addressing cyber security needs for the network centric warfare environment, we will define important terms and discuss a few of the important tools for cyber defense. Due to space limitations this background is, of necessity, limited and we urge the reader to turn to the references for further information and detailed descriptions of the material that we introduce here.

Cyber security has been mostly limited to network and operating system security activities. Traditionally, information assurance and the security of a computation and its data have been provided by the network defensive systems and the authentication mechanisms in the host operating system. Despite intense and ongoing efforts to strengthen these two types of cyber defensive systems, they continue to fail to assure the security of software and data on the host computer. As a result, users continue to place their application software and data at risk whenever they use a computer, especially one that is connected to a network. Recently, the concept of information assurance has broadened from the traditional dyad of network and operating system defensive systems to a triad; a triad that includes defensive technologies embedded in the application software. The technological
components of application software defense, also called software protection, are a mix of techniques whose objective is to deny the pirate or intruder the capability to misuse, reverse engineer, tamper with, or steal application software or data. Software protection is the last ring of defense for application software and data; with the first two defensive rings being the protection technologies residing in the network resources and the other being the protection technologies residing in the operating system.

We now define a few cyber security terms. A secure application is one that does what it is supposed to do/designed to do and no more. A bug is a software problem and exists only in code. A flaw is a problem introduced into an application at the design level that propagates down to the implementation. A software vulnerability† (or vulnerability) is a bug or flaw that can be exploited by a hacker. Risk is the probability that a bug or flaw will be exploited coupled with the severity of damage that an attacker can inflict through the bug or flaw. An injection vector describes the format of an attack‡. The payload is the portion of the injection vector that accomplishes the purposes of the attacker§. A Trojan, or Trojan horse, is a computer program containing a hidden nefarious function. A virus is a program that copies itself (and its malicious capabilities) to other applications on a computer host. A worm is a computer program that invades computers on a network, and is usually embedded within a virus. Malware is software and is comprised of Trojans, viruses, and worms. A rootkit is a program that allows access to and manipulation of the functionality of the target computer. Rootkits allow an attacker to take control of the system kernel, write EEPROM memory for the computer (motherboard basic input/output system (BIOS)) and peripherals, modify jump and call back tables, and patch around application security software**. Call hooking, also called trampolining, is the name for an attack technique that alters the address jumped to when a function or subroutine is called††. Regression is the software engineering term employed to signify that the number of application bugs has increased, or regressed, as a result of fixing a bug. Regression is one of the chief and most important side effects of inserting cyber security protection into an application after it is completed.

At the developer’s level, there are a number of techniques and practices that have been developed that provide a degree

† Or, more formally, a security vulnerability is a flaw in software that makes it infeasible, even when using the software properly and with security in mind, to prevent an attacker from usurping privileges, regulating its operation, compromising data, or gaining ungranted trust.
‡ An injection vector can be more extensively defined as either 1) a structural anomaly or weakness that allows executable code to be transferred from one computing domain to another or 2) a data structure that contains and transfers code from one computing domain to another. We employ both meanings in this report.
§ While it is possible to craft multi-platform payloads, size restrictions limit their nefarious scope of activity to doing something minor, such as throwing an interrupt that shutdown the machine.
** Not all rootkits are nefarious, a rootkit can also be used by a computer user to monitor the kernel and activity in the machine from within the kernel in a nearly undetectable manner in order to try to detect if the computer has been penetrated or is under attack. It can be a powerful defensive tool.
†† In order to remain undetected, normally when a function is hooked the behavior of the original function is duplicated in the nefarious function or else the original, intended function is called when the nefarious function has completed its work. During a hook, interrupts are also disabled in order to prevent a collision with another process that is not being hooked.
of cyber security. As noted by Howard\textsuperscript{7}, these principles should be employed during software development and can improve the security of the application. In brief, these principles are the following: 1) use a security process, 2) define the cyber security goals, 3) treat cyber security as a critical feature, 4) use least privilege throughout, 5) employ defense in depth, 6) failsafe to a secure mode, 7) use secure defaults, and 8) do not depend upon achieving cyber security through obscurity of information, techniques, or source code. Unfortunately, these guidelines are often ignored and as a result cyber security remains an ever-increasing problem.

An important adjunct to these principles is security threat modeling. The Unified Modeling Language (UML)\textsuperscript{15-18} is the means of choice for portraying and modeling cyber threats in a manner that is clear and standard as well as extensible. An accurate model of the threats is an essential first step in determining the defenses that are needed.

Because of their newness, we will briefly describe the main software protection techniques and refer the reader who is unfamiliar with network and operating system protection techniques to the references for further information in these two cyber security sub-fields. There are three popular techniques for application security that address the protection of high-value assets in a networked, threat-rich environment. These three forms of software protection are the following: 1) obfuscation, 2) watermaring, and 3) application performance degradation. These software protection techniques are used to perform three main functions: 1) detection of attempts to pirate, misuse, or tamper with software; 2) protection of software against attempts to pirate, misuse, or tamper with it; and 3) enable self-modification of the software so that its functionality degrades in an undetectable manner. These three defensive technologies can be applied in computing platforms ranging from single processors to small computer clusters to traditional supercomputers to even wide-area distributed computing. We will briefly describe these three techniques in the following paragraphs.

To prevent or hinder reverse engineering of critical portions of code, obfuscation\textsuperscript{26} of program logic and/or data at the source or object code level is used. Software obfuscation typically employs counter-intuitive programming logic, such as branch conditions that have no meaning in the actual implemented algorithm. The use of operations that were not present in the high-level source software, such as architecture-specific assembly instructions is another popular obfuscation technique. The goal of software obfuscation is to mislead the reverse engineer and to prevent the determination of the intended effect and operation of the application being attacked.

To obfuscate a piece of software requires subjecting it to a series of semantics-preserving transformations. Semantics preserving transformations are similar to the optimizing transformations used in compilers; however, instead of making the executable smaller or faster as in the compiler case, obfuscation transformations make the application more difficult to understand and reverse engineer. For example, within a program loop, an obfuscation transform would do the following: 1) choose a part of the loop to obfuscate; 2) choose an obfuscation algorithm; 3) apply the algorithm to the software in the loop, and 4) decide whether to continue the process by determining if the obfuscation has achieved the desired level of effectiveness. The obfuscation transformation should
also be undetectable; that is, the transform should not be detectable upon examination or especially when compared to other versions of the same software.

The main benefit of obfuscation techniques is that they can reduce the likelihood that an attacker can use automated tools to successfully attack software. Even for experienced reverse engineers, obfuscation can delay understanding the inserted protection, and thus can delay bypassing the obfuscation and so protect the software from attack. The main drawback of code obfuscation techniques is that they increase the development and maintenance costs associated with the software.

To effectively obfuscate a program, several difficulties must be overcome. First, in order to choose the right part of the application to obfuscate, the developer must know which parts of the software are security sensitive (and hence need a high degree of obfuscation) and which are performance sensitive (and hence may only be able to tolerate a lower degree of obfuscation). A second challenge is that, in order to choose an obfuscation algorithm, the developer needs to know the cyber security impact that the algorithm will have on a typical piece of code. In general, these metrics are not available and so performance data must be obtained on a case-by-case basis. Acquiring the required performance and security data is costly and time consuming, which tends to inhibit the use of obfuscation protection techniques. A third challenge is that, in order to decide whether to continue the obfuscation process, the developer must determine the level of security that has been achieved and the performance penalty that has been incurred. Once again, there are no metrics to employ, which increases software development time and tends to inhibit the use of obfuscation.

The software watermarking operation\textsuperscript{19-24} can be described as follows: The task is to embed a structure “W” (the watermark) into a program “P” such that 1) W can be reliably located and extracted from P; 2) W is large; 3) embedding W into P does not adversely affect the performance of P (the embedding is computationally \textit{cheap}); 4) embedding W into P does not change any statistical properties of P (the embedding is \textit{stealthy}); and 5) W has a mathematical property that demonstrates that its presence in P is the result of deliberate actions. There are two types of software watermarks: \textit{static} and \textit{dynamic}. Static watermarks are permanently embedded in the application executable; whereas, dynamic watermarks are constructed at runtime and are stored in the dynamic state of the program. Static watermarking techniques are easier to develop and control and permit better estimates of their impact on performance than dynamic watermarks. Dynamic techniques are more resilient to attack and detection but their impact upon performance is difficult to predict.

Application performance degradation is the newest of the three techniques for software protection. The strategy for this type of protection is to leave the pirate with software that is useless while also insuring that the pirate cannot detect that the software has modified itself. Performance degradation depends upon the existence of one or more markers in an application that permit the application to determine if it is under attack. The markers are generally a combination of watermarks and performance metrics embedded in the software and internal test data and software that use this test data. Stealthy authentication between
components of an application can be used as well as authentication with an external device to allow an application to determine if it is under attack or has been subverted. If an attack or subversion is detected, the protected software responds by degrading its performance in such a manner that the degradation response, whether it is the application’s precision, speed, and/or memory, is difficult to detect and gradual as well as being irreversible.

There are other protection technologies in addition to these main three; however, they are not as commonly used. One cyber security technique is the use of hardware keys. In the hardware key approach, an authentication or decryption key is stored in an external hardware device such as a smartcard. In general, these systems operate by allowing the software application to exchange cryptographically protected authentication messages with the external device one or more times during the course of execution of the protected program. This approach has some difficulties and weaknesses. Its use is easily detected and the security transmissions are subject to interception and playback to spoof the software, but hardware protection does complement software based protection techniques.

Because of the inherent weaknesses of local authentication/security schemes, some approaches perform verification on a remote server. The weakness of network-based protection is that the developer must take the responsibility of insuring that the program can verify that the server performing the authentication is the correct server. When using this protection approach, it is important to have the server provide critical and unpredictable data to the program so that the program can verify that it is using the correct server.

Another approach to protecting software and networks is through the use of virtual computing machines within the computer. This approach to security is one of the ones used by the Java programming language. The virtual machine approach to cyber protection requires the identification of the crucial portions of the application and then encoding the data and instructions into a custom bytecode format. Virtual machines can be an effective protection technique, but this approach can be costly in terms of the performance of the program and in an increase in development time.

One key to improved cyber security is a better understanding of the threat and of the vectors used by the attacker to circumvent cyber defenses. One approach to achieving an improved understanding is through the use of the Unified Modeling Language. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a standardized graphical-based language that can be used to develop and compose blueprints (architecture specifications) of software systems. The UML documents the conceptual and physical representations of a system and permits modeling and visualization of a system and potential attacks upon it and the vectors for those attacks from a variety of viewpoints by using diagrams. UML provides a complete language for capturing the knowledge about a subject and for expressing that knowledge. UML contains a large and useful set of predefined modeling and documentation constructs and supports custom representations of information through its inherent mechanisms for extensibility. The UML also provides constructs for specifying and documenting the building blocks and components of a system. By using its defined types of diagrams, UML provides the means for viewing and analyzing an architecture from five points of view. These five points of view are the design
view, the use case view, the process view, the implementation view, and the deployment view. However, while the capability for capturing knowledge and insight about attack vectors is contained within the UML, this capability has to date been rarely exploited for cyber defense.

In the next section, we discuss the threat and needs of the cybersecurity field in light of the current dearth and poor performance of defensive techniques and the plethora of effective attacker technologies.

3. ISSUES AND REQUIREMENTS

In this section we cover address two issues related to cyber security in the network centric warfare environment. We open this section with a discussion of the scope of the cyber threat that must be addressed. The section concludes with a discussion of the cyber security objectives and a new strategy for cyber security for the network centric warfare environment.

3.1 The Cyber Threat

In this subsection, we briefly examine the different forms of cyber attack to illustrate the scope of the threat. After reviewing the literature in this area\textsuperscript{1-14}, there is clearly no commonly accepted classification of attacks or the underlying strategies that are used to execute the attacks. So, in order to assist in understanding the scope of the threat and the techniques used to accomplish an attack, we developed our own classification of the types of cyber attacks and the strategies that they use. To insure that we captured all of the types of attacks and strategies, we used a successive refinement approach to distinguish and classify attacks and strategies. The classification was validated by a regular and thorough re-review of the literature to insure that the attacks and strategies that we identified captured all of the attacks and approaches taken to accomplish a cyber exploit.

As a by-product of our analysis of the cyber security attack literature, we identified three basic attack strategies, and we will open our discussion of the scope of the threat by presenting these strategies. These basic strategies illustrate that the scope and basic approaches for cyber attack have not changed over the years and are relatively straightforward. While the strategies have not changed, there has been a change in the form of an increase in the sophistication and expertise employed to execute the strategy when performing an attack. The three basic attack strategies are the following: 1) to inject faults via the application’s runtime environment, 2) to inject faults through the application’s source code, or 3) to inject errors to induce a fault. These strategies can be executed using a variety of techniques and tactics, but some of the techniques required to execute them are quite complex. While there are three basic strategies, the literature indicates that these strategies can be further refined and specialized. This refinement is useful for illuminating the scope of the cyber threat, as there are many types of cyber attack, as Table 1 shows. In Table 1, we summarize the different types of attacks and provide a brief description of the strategy underlying each attack (exploit). There are a number of strategies identified in the table but they are all variants of the three strategies identified above.

Table 1 illustrates that there are a wide variety of attacks and strategies used in the attack. In addition to the evident broad scope of attacks, the literature, and the news, indicates that in spite of the effort put forth in recent years we have not been able to redress the weaknesses in
cyber security, thwart any of the basic forms of attack, or develop a strategy for defense that counters the strategies employed by attackers. These problems must be resolved in order for network centric warfare to realize its potential. As a first step toward addressing these problems, we identified a set of objectives for cyber defense and devised a new strategy for cyber defense. We discuss these developments in the next subsection.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ATTACK NAME</strong></th>
<th><strong>ATTACK STRATEGY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block Access to Libraries</td>
<td>Attack via environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redirect Access to Libraries</td>
<td>Attack via environment. (Works by altering execution flow into attacker’s code instead of allowing the library’s function to execute.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulate application registry values</td>
<td>Attack via environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force the application to use corrupt files or databases</td>
<td>Attack via environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulate and replace files that the application creates, reads, writes, or executes</td>
<td>Attack via environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force the application to operate in low memory, disk-space, and network-availability conditions</td>
<td>Attack via environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overflow input buffers</td>
<td>Attack through the user interface or other input vector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack through application switches and options</td>
<td>Attack through the user interface or other input vector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use escape characters, different character sets, and commands to get malformed input</td>
<td>Attack through the user interface or other input vector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try common default and test names and passwords</td>
<td>Attack through design flaws. Design flaws can leave user accounts and/or passwords that were active and useful during development available after the application is shipped.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look for and test unprotected application APIs</td>
<td>Attack through design flaws. The design flaw is open test harness APIs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect to all ports</td>
<td>Attack through design flaws. Look for design flaws that have left network ports open in the application that were used for development and testing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fake the data source</td>
<td>Attack through design flaws. Look for design flaws that result in misplaced in trust in data sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create loop conditions in an application that reads script, code or other user supplied macros or logic</td>
<td>Attack through design flaws. Look for design flaws that allow flawed loops in scripts used by the application to prevent the application from executing or result in deadlock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look for and use alternative execution routes through an application to accomplish its task(s)</td>
<td>Attack through design flaws. Look for design flaws that permit a privileged command to execute in spite of lacking the privilege.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force the application to reset its values</td>
<td>Attack through default values. Force the application to use default values whenever it asks for an input value from any input source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get between time of check of a value and time of use of a value</td>
<td>Interposition attack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create fake files with the same name as protected files</td>
<td>Attack through privilege. Exploit the special privileges given to files with certain names or in certain locations to attack an application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force all error messages</td>
<td>Attack through privilege. Exploit improper or incorrect error handling to crash or hijack an application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTACK NAME</td>
<td>ATTACK STRATEGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Look for temporary files for an application and examine their contents for sensitive or exploitable information</td>
<td>Attack through files. Attack the implementation by examining its temporary files to determine if they contain sensitive data or if one of them can be rewritten.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force invalid outputs to be generated</td>
<td>Attack through files. Some applications process inputs based upon context, at times this reliance on context causes erroneous output that can be exploited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack through shared data</td>
<td>Attack through files. Generate data values in one component of an application that exceed the allowed values in another component that uses the data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Cyber Attacks and Their Strategies

3.2 Objectives and a New Strategy

To lay the foundation for the discussion in this subsection, we present what we consider to be the chief objectives for cybersecurity. The objectives are the following: 1) preserve the integrity/functionality of the network and system; 2) control the use of the system; 3) prevent extraction of software subsets; 4) protect system data; 5) protect network access, prevent unauthorized access; 6) insure correct and accurate execution (unchanged processes that might still produce correct answers or incorrect answers); and 7) insure that computations are correct and accurate.

Unfortunately, in spite of numerous efforts undertaken to develop processes and technologies to enhance cybersecurity, we are far from being able to reliably achieve the goals listed above. Furthermore, no silver bullet solution to the problem of cyber security has been found and none appear to be on the horizon. As a result, we would argue that researchers and developers should re-examine the application of the idea of defense in depth and determine how it can provide better security for an application than a single defense or defensive layer. This straightforward idea appeals to our common sense and is also supported by hundreds of years of security experience in a variety of situations; ranging from national defense to military fort construction. However, most, if not all, of these systems were and are serial (or sequential) in nature. In other words, breaking one system opened the way to the next system, but until the first system was breached the second layer did not come into play. In the physical world, this approach to defense in depth is logical and effective. The nature of the physical world makes a sequential defensive system effective since the attacker cannot begin to devise an attack upon the inner defenses until the outer defenses are breached. However, the cyberworld is different and that reconsideration of how defense in depth should be applied is warranted.

The cyberworld is different from the real world in almost all regards. The concept of interior and exterior as applied in the physical world has no counterpart in the cyberworld; when cyber defenses are arrayed independently, the result is to make them arguably weak in the whole. Consider, almost any cyber defensive measure can be attacked first (so it would be the outer layer of the defense) and any other can be attacked last (making it the inner layer). Additionally, different attack profiles can be used to defeat independent defenses in different sequences, so the concept of an outer ring of defense and inner ring of defense, as traditionally
applied when discussing defense in depth, has no real meaning when the same
defensive technique can be attacked first
or last at the whim of the attacker. Hence,
in the cyberworld there is no advantage to
be gained by using defenses that are
arrayed independently and sequentially.
Each defense can be defeated
independently, unless one or more
defenses are used as a trip-wire to signal
other defenses that an attack is occurring
(which is of marginal utility). However, it
is known that defense in depth is a good
defensive strategy, one that has stood the
test of time and proven itself in a variety
of circumstances. So, how can the proven
defensive strategy of defense in depth be
applied in an environment where the
concept of physical distance has no
meaning?

Consider that the basic strategic
motivation for defense in depth is that no
single defense should be relied upon to
protect important items and instead
multiple defenses should be employed. As
a result, an attacker cannot defeat one
defense and thereby gain access to the
items being protected. Instead, all
defenses must be defeated and, when
properly arrayed, the attacker cannot gain
insight into one defense while attacking
another and, just as importantly, there is a
degree of mutual support but not
interdependence between defensive
defenses. Therefore, mutual support
combined with independence should be
the objectives and guiding lights for
achieving an effective defense in depth in
the cyberworld. As regards the
cyberworld, our problem is to interweave
all of the defenses into one layer that
would consist of mutually reinforcing but
independent cyber defensive measures
designed to keep a malicious event from
occurring. Given the difficulty that the
human mind has in maintaining an
accurate mental conception of an
environment or set of circumstances when
seven or more items are in play
simultaneously, the more defensive
challenges that must be mastered
simultaneously by an attacker the stronger
the defense should be and more the
difficult it is to compromise.

However, the strategy for cyber
defense outlined above is not easy to
achieve. While we have a sound objective
for cyber defense we currently would have
a difficult set of challenges to overcome to
achieve the goal. Given the state of
protection technology; it is difficult to
identify which technologies are needed
and how to structure cyber defenses so that
multiple challenges always confront an
attacker. As a first step toward achieving
this type of cyber defense in depth, we
must first develop an understanding of
what it means to have mutually reinforcing
but independent cyber defenses. If we
have mutually reinforcing but independent
cyber defenses they must make it very
difficult for an attacker to understand the
protected item(s), whether the examination
is conducted locally or remotely. The
interwoven cyber defenses should make it
extremely difficult to perform any form of
control-flow analysis, data-flow analysis,
network tracing, or program slicing. In
addition, the executable must be so
complex and variable that no technique
could be applied that would allow an
attacker to understand what the program
does, how it does it, or the data that it uses.

Several other capabilities are needed
by the cyber defense. Firstly, the cyber
defense should also have the capability to
verify that the software it protects was
invoked by an authorized entity and that it
still protects its intended target. Secondly,
the cyber defenses should be capable of
determining if they have been changed.
Thirdly, and most currently used, the
cyber defense should be capable of determining if it is being examined by a debugger, has been placed within a virtual machine, or has been hijacked to another computer system.

Unfortunately, at this time we generally do not know how to achieve these characteristics for cyber defenses, how to compile source code with these characteristics into an executable binary with the same characteristics, or how to measure the degree to which these characteristics are attained. Indeed, given the current state of technology, if we could develop cyber defenses with the desired characteristics they would be impossible to maintain or update. Additionally, we believe that cyber defense in depth should begin with requirements development and architectural definition and continue on through to design and implementation. Cyber defense should be integral and not a feature inserted after development (both because of cost and because of the likely high degree of regression).

To achieve the type of cyber defense in depth described, we must develop a science of cyber protection. Cyber protection practitioners must be able to measure the effectiveness of a protection technique, measure the effectiveness of multiple protection techniques, and measure the effectiveness of variations of single or multiple techniques. Only with this knowledge can it be determined how to weave together cyber protection techniques in an effective manner and insure that the selected techniques reinforce instead of subvert each other. And, we must develop and deploy more effective cyber defensive techniques. Clearly, in order to be effective a cyber defense technique must be relatively easy to implement, extremely difficult to detect or isolate, and extremely difficult to understand or remove. However, significant research is needed before we can attach metrics and figures of merit to individual and combinations of cyber protection techniques. In addition, given the complexity desired the cyber security team needs tools that can help the team to implement cyber defenses so that it executes efficiently and accurately. In addition, tools are needed to test the cyber protection techniques, to determine the efficiency and effectiveness of the protection mechanisms, the degree of protection attained, and determine if the protection techniques achieve their specified goals. Furthermore, tools that can test for functional errors and security errors are required and it appears that each tool will require intelligent agent support. The intelligent agent support would be related monitor the cyber defenses to insure that the security bounds specified are maintained.

Because of the complexity of the issues involved, the cyber defense community requires the means for describing the security needs for an application as well as for an environment. We believe that the UML can address this need through the development of threat cases. The UML-based threat cases will be particularly useful in the development of techniques for testing and assessing cyber defense methodologies. UML-based threat cases would also describe how the cyber defense should respond to attack.

A further cyber defense need is for development of improved technologies that protect integer and floating point data. Protection of the data in the aggregate is the simpler problem since it can be partially addressed using strong encryption techniques, but this technique only insures that the data can not be corrupted or violated during storage and does not provide protection for the data while it is being used. In our view, run-time data
protection capabilities must be able to dynamically vary the precision and accuracy of the individual data items in response to an attack. The variation must be accomplished in a manner that preserves the statistical properties of the data, is not readily detectable, and yields reasonable but incorrect answers. To achieve these objectives, data protection techniques must be developed that preserve the statistical properties of the data before and during the protection process. In addition, techniques for determining if the data is under attack or being used in an unauthorized manner are needed. Preserving the statistical properties of the data is important because one of the easiest means for detecting if protection is present in the data is by determining if its statistical properties (such as mean, median, mode, distribution, variance, etc.) do not correlate well with the expected or known statistical properties for data of that given type. Hence, the dynamic variation of data in response to attack cannot be a random variation but must be controlled and intelligent in its application.

4. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we explored how the transition to network centric warfare brings with it the need to improve cyber defenses to insure that information is timely and correct. The increasing sophistication of computer and network attack tools coupled with the increasing technical sophistication of potential adversaries is driving this need for vastly improved cyber defenses for network and software against the threat of attack and subversion. As we have argued, cyber security is of pressing importance if network centric warfare is to fulfill its potential and become a key component of the future battlespace. This paper outlined the challenges and what, in our view, must be done to address these threats. As a foundation for our discussion, we presented a brief description of background material related to the threat, types of attacks, and defensive technologies. We then went on to address cyber security requirements and present a new strategy for cyber defense, one that builds upon and enhances the proven concept of defense in depth. This new strategy exploits the defensive advantages offered in cyberspace while also minimizing the opportunities for the attacker as well as making an attack more difficult. We also discussed needed technological developments if cyber security is to be improved. However, this paper is by no means conclusive and much research remains to be done.

Several research needs are obvious. One need is for the development of standard test suites that can be used for evaluation of cyber protection methodologies in a scientific manner. Standard testing should be coupled with the development of data protection technology assessment standards, standard data sets, and methodologies for evaluating data protection technologies. A further need is for the development of international standards to promote interoperability and insure that systems operate at equivalent levels cyber security.

There are other important research needs as well. One of these needs is a methodology that can be used to determine, in a standard manner, the degree of cyber protection required. A further need is for the development of standard attack profiles that are coupled with intelligent agents in order to enable rapid, autonomous evaluation of the effectiveness of a defense.
In conclusion, as we move toward network-centric warfare, the network and software applications will become ever more tempting and profitable targets for attack by an enemy. Our current capabilities for cyber defense in the face of a concerted attack are not up to the challenge and leave our systems dangerously exposed. Therefore, we argue that a new strategy for defense in depth is needed and that a new approach to cyber security is required. The time has arrived to replace the former dyad of protection techniques (network and operating system) by a triad of cyber protection capabilities, one that includes application security. In addition, in order to achieve a robust degree of cyber protection, the defenses must be interwoven so that an attacker is faced with a highly complex challenge if an attack is attempted. We should act now to be prepared for the more capable cyber attacker of the future.
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Introduction

• “The battlefield is the computer”

• The bad guys have many motivations for attacking computational resources
  – Psychological, military, and financial
  – Their advantage
  – Threat will increase

• Need to redress the balance
Motivation

• Network Centric Warfare (NCW) increases effectiveness by information-based empowerment

• Increased power from information leads to increasing reliance on information
  – Unspoken tenet of NCW is that information is accurate
  – The growing threat brings this assumption into question because information will be attacked
  – Growing sophistication and effectiveness of cyberbattlespace offensive activity

• Technical sophistication required to manage/conduct defense

• Increasing expertise offshore

• Increased vulnerability as software application size increases
  – Compounds the defensive problem
Motivation

• Current defenses are costly
  – Computationally
  – Financially
• Difficult to test current defenses
• Cyber security required across the entire cyberbattlespace
  – Networks, software, data
  – Broad variety of threats to each must be addressed
• Our goal
  – Understand and characterize the problem space
  – Foundation for work to redress the imbalance between defense and offense
Cyber Battlespace Arena - Scenario

• System launches multiple false attacks
  — Maximal havoc and confusion
• Under cover of false attacks, main attack thrust is unleashed
  — Stealthily penetrate network defenses
  — Aimed at a target software application
• When arrive at target application, obtain copy
• Rapidly analyze application, understand defenses, and penetrate target
• Make desired changes to target application
• Return target application to execute in place of original
• Back out of main attack thrust and gradually ramp down diversions
Cyber Battlespace Arena

- Events occur at high speed, much faster than human thought processes
- Rapid change in attack vectors
- Need for technical expertise for command and control
- Difficult to develop and maintain situation awareness
- Current lack of metrics to measure defense effectiveness
- Difficult to predict future activity in cyberbattlespace
  - No predictive battlespace awareness
- High degree of vulnerability to intended and unintended effects of cyberspace actions
Cyber Battlespace Background

- Traditionally have relied upon network and operating system defenses to protect software
- This dyad is not sufficient
  - Dyad does provide the basis for protecting software
  - Moving to triad
- Protection triad includes software protection
  - Protect decades of investment in high performance software and the research results they embody
  - Critical to every aspect of military activity, from training to operations
  - Protected software is the foundation for high confidence computing
  - All cyber attacks are, at their core, software attacks
    - This insight is the basis for our analysis and conclusions
Current Project Goals

• Address need for inherent cyber security
• Develop seamless web of protection
  – Extensible and responsive protection technologies
  – Protects all cyber resources
• Insure secure interoperation
• Provide inherent protection and inherent capability to determine if an application/resource is under attack or compromised
• First step - determine the attacks and document them
  – Learn the “terrain” of this new battlefield
  – Provide a framework for analysis to identify threats
• Result - Highly trusted data and applications that enable NCW paradigm
Attack Identification - Framework for Analysis

- **Goals, effort, vector**
- **Goals of attacks**
  - Reverse engineering all or parts of a code
  - Allowing limited or unrestricted execution
  - Tampering with the code
- **Type of effort needed for successful attack**
  - Human effort (from expert to ordinary skills)
  - Generic tools (COTS, open source)
  - Specialized tools (what is possible by skilled adversaries?)
  - Number of allowed executions
  - Time and availability of code required for attack
- **Vector for attack**
  - Specific vulnerability exploited; means for delivering attack payload
Attack Identification Methodology

- Identify each type of attack/exploit category
  - Web and literature survey
  - Narrative description
- Convert each narrative into UML threat case and sequence diagrams
  - Threat case diagrams to document threats; XML for annotations(s)
- Parallel development
  - Tests, scenarios, and experiments to validate uncovered attacks
- Testing and analysis of identified attacks and included major and minor threat cases
- Refinement
- Feedback
Attack Analysis Results - Overview

• No generally accepted classification
  – Developed classification based upon extensive research and correlation of literature

• Literature shows it is broad and growing

• Three basic attack strategies
  – Fault injection via environment
  – Fault injection through source
  – Fault injection via errors
1 - Block Access to Libraries
2 - Redirect Access to Libraries
3 - Manipulate application registry values
4 - Force the application to use corrupt files or databases
5 - Manipulate and replace files that the application creates, reads, writes, or executes
6 - Force the application to operate in low memory, disk-space, and network-availability conditions
7 - Overflow input buffers
8 - Attack through application switches and options
9 - Use escape characters, different character sets, and commands to get malformed input
10 - Try common default and test names and passwords
11 - Look for and test unprotected application APIs
12 - Connect to all ports
13 - Fake the data source
14 - Create loop conditions in an application that reads script, code or other user supplied macros or logic
15 - Look for and use alternative execution routes through an application to accomplish its task(s)
16 - Force the application to reset its values
17 - Get between time of check of a value and time of use of a value
18 - Create fake files with the same name as protected files
19 - Force all error messages
20 - Look for temporary files for an application and examine their contents for sensitive or exploitable information
21 - Force invalid outputs to be generated
22 - Attack through shared data
The Attacks - Requirements

• In light of the types of attacks, what response is necessary?
  – Preserve integrity/functionality of network
  – Control system use
  – Prevent extraction of software subsets (piracy)
  – Protect data
  – Protect network access
  – Insure correct and accurate software
  – Insure computations are correct and accurate

• Far from achieving these objectives
  – No methodology for development or maintenance

• Current strategies for defense are not effective
  – Separable
  – Not mutually supportive
A New Cyber Security Strategy

• Continue to apply defense in depth

• New philosophy for defense in depth
  – Paradigm that recognizes differences between physical and cyber worlds
  – Physical world makes defense in depth viable since attacks are sequential due to physicality
  – Cyber world has no counterpart
    • Independent and sequential attacks can occur in any order
    • Defeat defenses piecemeal
  – Defense in depth should be an interwoven set of defenses
    • Mutual support, mutually reinforcing, inseparable
    • Independent
    • Multiple simultaneous challenges
Research Requirements
Additional Requirements

- Implement new cyber defense in depth
- Benchmarks, metrics, and test suites
  - Autonomous cyber red team
- Ontology and lexicon
- Black box application of protection technologies
- Cross authentication of components
- Autonomous, secure assembly and verification of security capabilities
  - Truly composable protection techniques
- Data protection
- Inherently secure programming languages
- Process to maintain secure software
Conclusions

• The transition to NCW brings with it an increased imperative for secure, trustworthy data

• Current capabilities do not address the challenge
  – New cyber defense strategy and research requirements
  – Need for NCW cyber security discipline

• Wide variety of attacks to be addressed

• Need to employ and devise new techniques for network, software, and data protection against attacks
  – New strategy
  – Several development needs
Conclusions (cont.)

• Need ability to test and evaluate defenses
• Need to measure effectiveness of defenses
• Need new approach for software development from requirements to maintenance
  – Entire lifecycle
• Need integral cyber security
  – Present in all software, network systems, data
  – Designed in and not patched on
• Need science of cyber protection
  – Especially as related to NCW
Summary

• “The battlefield is the computer”

• NCW makes software, networks, and data ever more tempting targets

• Wide variety of attacks to be addressed
  – Currently increasingly effective and sophisticated

• Need to accelerate development of defensive technologies to change the protection balance of power